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A SENSE FOR SCENTS Activity 4
NAME  

HOW THE NOSE KNOWS 
Task 1. Follow the journey of an odor from sock (clean with or without 
softener, or dirty!) to brain. Match the number of each sentence below to its 
place on the diagram.

1. Every nose has two nostrils. These passageways carry the air with odors into a
place called the nasal cavity. You can find the nasal cavity by placing your finger
between your eyes at the base of your nose.

2. A whiff of air passing by a sock or a flower picks up odor molecules. For example,
from a sock, nearby air picks up molecules from tiny pieces of dirt, sweat, or the
fabric softener on the socks. The odor molecules travel through the air to the
nostrils.

3. Here, the molecules are caught in a small patch of clean mucus. Teeny waving hairs
called Cillia	   are bathing in the mucus. At the tips of the cilia are receptors. Each
receptor has an opening that welcomes one type of molecule. For example, some
receptors have a space that is just right for a dirty sock molecule! When the dirty
sock molecule fits into a dirty sock receptor, a signal goes out to the nerve.

4. Ultimately the signal is sent to a part of the brain called the limbic system. It
identifies the scent of your stinky socks or flowers, it adds the smells to your
memory bank, fostering your intelligence and enriching your emotions.

5. The signal passes through a tiny hole in the skull to a part of the brain that collects
scent signals. This is called the olfactory bulb. It dispatches the signals to the
centers of emotions, temperament, learning and memory.
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HOW THE NOSE KNOWS Activity4
Your nose is amazing!  
Task 2. Fill in the gaps below with the following words: 

A. brain, B.oldest, C.danger, D.olfactory, E.function, F.environment, G.enjoy, 
H.regenerates, I.extremely, J two. 

1. Your nose alerts you to ________  and helps you judge whether a piece of
fruit is ripe or rotten. 

2. It helps you taste food and _______ the fragrant world around you.

3. The sense of smell is our _______ sense, meaning nature had to perfect it
at length over millions of years. 

4. It is _______ acute, precise and complex.

5. No computer or machine can reproduce its _________ as of yet.

6. Training your sense of smell stimulates and enriches your _______
creating new connections just like learning a new language. 

7. The part of your body where the sense of smell is located is known as the
_________ system.  

8. The olfactory system is the only part of the brain where the cells directly
connect with the outer ________. 

9. It ________ every four to six weeks so is always fresh, clean and active.

10. Many animals have ____ distinct olfactory systems whereas humans have
one. 


